Abstract-The identification of a model is one of the key issues in the field of fuzzy system modeling and function approximation theory. There are numerous approaches to the issue of parameter optimization within a fixed fuzzy system structure but no reliable method to obtain the optimal topology of the fuzzy system from a set of input-output data. This paper presents a reliable method to obtain the structure of a complete rule-based fuzzy system for a specific approximation accuracy of the training data, i.e., it can decide which input variables must be taken into account in the fuzzy system and how many membership functions (MFs) are needed in every selected input variable in order to reach the approximation target with the minimum number of parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE main purpose of fuzzy modeling is to achieve a set of local input-output relations that describe a process. As is well known, the problem of system modeling requires two main stages: structure identification and parameter optimization. Structure identification deals with the problem of determining the input-output space partition and, in particular, how many rules must be used by the fuzzy system. Parameter optimization is in charge of finding the optimum values of all the parameters involved in the fuzzy system, i.e., locating the membership functions (MFs) in the premise of each rule and its consequent.
On considering various approaches proposed in the bibliography, it is apparent that most of the literature related to fuzzy systems optimization considers a fixed topology of the fuzzy system and proposes methods for optimizing the set of parameters under that unchangeable structure. From early works [1] , [2] in which the fuzzy controller parameters were determined by trial and error through the works of Wang and Mendel [3] , who started to use input-output data as the main resource for tuning fuzzy controllers, to the more sophisticated approaches of Nomura et al. [4] , Horikawa et al. [5] , and Jang [6] based on steepest descent using neuro-fuzzy systems, all of them were based on an a priori fixed fuzzy system topology. Also noteworthy are the works of Wang and Mendel [7] , Abe and Lan [8] , and Higgins and Goodman [9] .
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The fact that much more effort has been dedicated to dealing with the problem of parameter adjustment than that of system identification is understandable since the latter is a very complex task for which it is very difficult to obtain reliable procedures. An additional difficulty is that unlike methods for parameter adjustment, it is not possible to test system identification algorithms without using parameter adjustment algorithms. Thus, both problems must be tackled simultaneously.
The first relevant approach to tackle both tasks was proposed by Takagi and Sugeno in 1985 [10] . In this excellent work, the consequents of the fuzzy rules were optimized using the least squares algorithm while the antecedents were calculated using the "complex" method. Finally, they used a heuristic-combinational method to partition the input domain, obtaining more complex topologies to be subsequently optimized.
Since then, several authors have presented different approaches to fuzzy modeling, most of them based on clustering techniques [11] . In 1993, Sugeno and Yasukawa [12] published a paper on a FL-based approach to qualitative modeling in which they proposed achieving structure identification by using a combination of fuzzy C-means clustering and the group method of data handling (GMDH). In their approach, the number of rules was calculated trying to minimize the variance in each output cluster and maximize the variance between clusters. The main advantage of their method is that they were able to separate structure identification from parameter identification. However, this approach may not be optimum since, as they noted, the two processes are mutually related and should not be separated. Identification methods based on clustering prove to be successful, especially in classification problems [11] , but do not fully fit in approximation problems, since clustering does not take into account the interpolation properties of the system. Similar techniques can be found in [13] - [15] .
On the other hand, it is very convenient in problems such as fuzzy control to use a grid partition strategy in order to have all possible input regions covered by fuzzy rules. Structure identification for this kind of complete rule-based fuzzy systems has proved to be a very complex task since no cluster algorithms are suitable in this case. To overcome this problem, Higgins and Goodman [9] use the information provided by the approximation error and increase the number of rules by adding a membership function for each variable at the point of maximum error. However, this is not an efficient solution for a number of reasons. First of all, this approach is very sensitive to noise in the training data set. Second, adding a new membership function for each input variable must be done with care due to the exponential increase in the number of rules with the number of membership functions. There could be some dummy input variables which are taken into account for no apparent reason. Therefore, a deeper analysis of the problem is required. In [16] and [17] , complete rule-based fuzzy systems are constructed automatically using concepts of rule controversy and statistical analysis of the approximation error surface, respectively, but these methods are not able to completely discard an input variable from the fuzzy system. So far, the only way found to accept/discard an input variable is to use a decision tree (as proposed in [10] ), which is essentially based on testing all possible combinations of input variables and having to run the whole algorithm in each case.
Therefore, it is necessary to find a reliable method to extract the optimum fuzzy system topology from a set of input-output training data. Such a method must be capable of determining which input variables are truly important in the system and how many membership functions every input variable should have in order to reach a predefined error approximation target. In other words, given a set of samples, what is the minimum number of parameters necessary to accomplish a certain degree of approximation and how must these parameters be distributed?
This paper presents a fast method (compared with other approaches based on decision trees or genetic algorithms) for structure determination, capable of determining both the input variables that must be taken into account and the number of membership functions in every input variable selected. Since the problem of system identification is dependent on that of parameter adjustment, the method presented in [17] is used for the latter. Note that the method presented in this paper is not dependent on the type of membership function selected (triangular, Gaussian, etc.), but a triangular partition will be used since this is the kind of MF used in [17] . The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the whole learning algorithm proposed. The method for parameter identification introduced in [17] is reviewed in Section III. Section IV presents the proposed algorithm for structure identification of the complete rule-based fuzzy system and some simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 
where with being the number of membership functions of the input variable . For the output variable, is the numeric consequent of the rule. In this paper, the fuzzy inference method uses the product as -norm and the centroid method with sum-product operator as the defuzzification strategy. The strength or -level of rule is calculated by (2) where the product operator is used to perform the conjunction of each of the individual membership functions within the premise and is the membership degree of the component of the vector with respect to the linguistic function . Using the aforementioned notation, the fuzzy function can be expressed as follows: (3) Equation (3) is applicable for a complete rule base. If a rule is marked as not used, its degree of activation is considered to be zero.
The problem considered in this paper may be stated in a precise way as that of finding the simplest complete rule-based fuzzy system, which approximates the given training data to a prespecified target accuracy. This target parameter is the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE), defined as (4) where is the variance of the output data, and is the meansquare error between the obtained and the desired output. In this way, the NRMSE index describes the performance of the approximation, making it independent of scale factors or number of data.
The way in which this problem is tackled in this paper is as follows (see Fig. 1 ). The algorithm starts by assigning one membership function per input variable, which is equivalent to selecting no input variables and thus having just one rule (constant output). In this initial case, the parameter identification block assigns the mean of the output data to the consequent of this rule, obtaining an error index NRMSE 1. Subsequently, the system identification block analyzes the approximation error surface, determining which input variable the new membership function is placed in. In the initial case, this decision basically determines which of the possible input variables is first taken into account in the fuzzy system. Once a new topology is created, the process of parameter estimation is again executed and the whole process is iterated until the NRMSE index meets the specified target.
III. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
This section summarizes the method presented in [17] for the adjustment of the parameters of the fuzzy system (3) using a triangular partition (TP) [18] - [20] in the input space. We have chosen this method since it is capable of finding near-optimal solutions, necessary to test whether the decisions made in the structure determination section are correct. The method proposed in [17] uses hybrid learning, the consequents of the fuzzy rules being calculated by means of LSE and the premises using steepest descent. Since the latter only finds one local optimum, a previous step before running the algorithm is in charge of finding an initial configuration which is assumed to be near a "good" minimum. The algorithm used is decomposed into the following steps. 1) Determination of the optimum rule consequents for a fixed membership function configuration (Section A). 2) Joint determination of both the membership functions of the premises of the fuzzy rules and their consequents (using step 1 in each iteration). This optimization process is split into the following two phases:
• in the first one (Section III-B.1), a "good" initial configuration is found as the starting point for phase 2; • in the second (Section III-B.2), a steepest descent method is used to find the first nearby local minimum (which is assumed to be a near-optimal solution).
A. Optimization of the Rule-Consequents
As is well-known, fuzzy systems using Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) rules and the weighted average inference method are linear with respect to the consequents of the fuzzy rules. This property allows us to obtain the optimum rule consequents for a fixed membership function configuration. For this purpose, numerous methods are available (Kalman filtering, standard leastsquare estimation (LSE) methods, recursive LSE, Cholesky algorithm, single value decomposition, etc.).
In this paper, zero-order TSK rules and, for speed reasons, the Cholesky algorithm are used. We simply have to take into account that nonactivated rules are previously discarded before running the algorithm.
B. Optimization of the Rule-Antecedents
The main problem that we encounter when trying to test a system identification algorithm is that we never know if the parameter optimization block is really finding the global minimum for a certain topology. This problem remains unresolved since there does not exist any algorithm capable of finding the optimum solution for a nonlinear problem in a finite time. For that reason, we have chosen the methodology presented in [17] , which has been proved to find near-optimal solutions for a fixed fuzzy system topology.
In the above approach, a previous step is inserted into the algorithm in order to find a starting point before the optimization procedure. It must be noted that each iteration of gradient descent used to update the nonlinear parameters is followed by LSE to identify the linear parameters.
1) Prior Stage:
In [17] , the starting point is found by seeking the distribution of centers that produces errors equally distributed throughout all the areas defined. Thus, an overall analysis in the domain of the whole function is carried out to achieve the subsequent optimization of the overall approximation error. The goal is for all the rules derived from the fuzzy system to be as precise as possible, such that the magnitude of the approximation error within each of the input spaces is similar. In order to obtain an accurate approximation of the unknown function with a homogeneous error distribution, the center of each membership function is associated with a "slope" that represents the difference between the contribution of the preceding sector and the succeeding one to the value of the squared error. A positive value for such a slope means that the contribution to the left-hand sector is greater than that to the right and so the center must be moved to the left to counteract this effect.
The process finalizes when the configuration of centers that achieves an equidistant distribution of errors over the output surface is obtained. This procedure requires very few iterations to find a fuzzy system which, although in itself does not represent a good approximation, is assumed to be a good starting point to search for an approximation close to the optimum of the target function, using local-minimum search techniques.
2) Steepest Descent: Once we have a configuration assumed to be a near-optimum one (as obtained above), then a method to find a local minimum is employed, thus reaching the desired minimum. To accomplish this task, numerous methods are available in the bibliography (steepest descent, conjugate gradient, Newton-Ramphson method, Levenberg-Marquardt method, etc.). In this paper, we have used the steepest descent with a dynamically adapted learning rate. If, in a certain iteration, the approximation error increases or the order of the membership functions varies, we recall the previous configuration and divide the learning rate by a factor of two. Otherwise, we increase the learning rate by a factor of ten in order to improve the convergence speed. At the end of this process, the configuration achieved is assumed to be the optimum one for the current fuzzy system structure. Therefore, to improve the approximation accuracy, a new topology must be created and this is the main purpose of this paper, which will be tackled in the next section. 
IV. ALTERATION OF THE FUZZY SYSTEM TOPOLOGY:
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION Once we have a reliable method for parameter identification, we also require a reliable algorithm to resolve the structure identification problem. The main goal of this part of the algorithm is to [12] : 1) select the input variables from a set of input candidates that are truly significant within the approximation requested; 2) find an optimum partition of the input space and, consequently, the optimum number of rules that are necessary to attain a certain approximation accuracy. This problem is very complex. For the first point, the only method described in the literature uses a combinatorial tree, i.e., basically it constructs a whole optimized fuzzy system with every possible combination of input candidates (which is very tedious and time consuming). For the second one, clustering techniques have been commonly used but the condition for determining the number of clusters does not generally depend on the approximation error, is very arbitrary and does not take into account the interpolative properties of the system (and so, it is better suited for classification problems).
When we have input-output data, the input candidates are the input variables used in the input-output samples. It may occur that not all of them are significant in the model or, at least, are not necessary to attain a certain approximation accuracy. In this paper, points 1) and 2) are tackled jointly using the same methodology. The procedure is capable of selecting which of the input candidates should increase its number of membership functions in order to diminish the approximation error more rapidly. If the selected input candidate has only one membership function defined, the decision is equivalent to considering this input candidate as one of the input variables in the fuzzy system. Therefore, the whole problem of structure determination is solved. The method proposed is introduced in the next example.
Let us consider the following function to be approximated If we visually analyze the original function, it is not very difficult to conclude that the 4 3 configuration is better than the 3 4, since with 4 MFs in variable and 3 in , the main characteristics of the function can be modeled (see Fig. 3 ). Let us now see how this decision could be inferred by analyzing the approximation error surface.
First of all, note that no information can be obtained from analyzing the original function without knowing the approximated output and vice versa. Fig. 4 shows the resulting error surface for a 3 3 configuration. The optimized centers of the triangular partition in each input variable are located in (0.0, 0.17, 1.0) for and (0.0, 0.5, 1.0) for . Let us initially inspect the variable. For this purpose, we split the domain of the remaining variables (in this case ) into infinitesimal intervals of width and consider each one of them individually as infinite one-dimensional (1-D) subfunctions of to be approximated. In order to detect whether variable needs a new membership function, we must first evaluate the degree of responsibility that the previously defined membership functions have over the approximation error in each subregion determined by the infinitesimal intervals. For instance, considering the subregion depicted in Fig. 4 , it is apparent that the approximation error is very high but we must decide whether this is due to the lack of precision (i.e., membership functions) in variable .
To do so, if there did not exist any other function than that of region , we would actually have a 1-D function to be approximated using the three membership functions of variable . It is not very difficult to imagine that with these three membership functions, the 1-dimensional subfunction could be approximated very accurately, since it is essentially composed of two straight lines. Therefore, despite the high error in this region, careful analysis reveals that, as far as this region is concerned, there is no need to increment the number of membership functions for the variable . Hence, this error should not be associated to the lack of membership functions in variable but to the insufficient number of those defined in the remaining variables (in this case, to the ones existing in variable ).
This same procedure can be performed with each of the infinitesimal intervals into which variable has been divided. By adding all these 1-D approximation problems, we get an index which gives a measure of the need to insert a new membership function in the input variable we are analyzing. If, for instance, this index is negligible, it means that, with the MFs already defined in that input variable, if the fuzzy system had enough MFs in the other input variables, the approximation error would also be negligible, so the MFs of that variable would bear no responsibility in the approximation error and no new MFs need be inserted in the aforementioned variable.
Finally, by performing the same operations with each of the input variables, the equivalent indexes can be calculated and then compared. The input variable with the highest associated index is the one for which we increase the number of membership functions.
Let us consider how all these operations can be carried out mathematically. In a first approach, the ideal (continuous) case is examined.
Suppose we are now analyzing variable . In agreement with the aforementioned steps, we split the domain of the rest of the variables into infinitesimal intervals (6) where are the lower and upper limits of the domain of variable , and we consider each one of them individually as 1-D subfunctions of variable using the MFs already defined in that variable. As this is a fixed configuration, and the problem is linear, the approximation process can be done in a straightforward manner, and a 1-D function is obtained: (7) which approximates the error surface in the region considered using the MFs of variable and without the influence of the ones defined in the other variables. As stated above, if function (7) is capable of accurately approximating the error surface in its definition domain, we conclude that, as far as this region is concerned, there is no need to insert a new membership function into variable . Conversely, if this approximation is poor then there is a high degree of responsibility of variable in the error existing in that region.
By adding all the approximation errors with respect to the error surface for each infinitesimal region, we can compute an index reflecting the degree of responsibility of variable in the existing global error (8) where is the error surface, i.e., the error between the original function and the one approximated by the current fuzzy system.
Due to the fact that we will always have a discrete set of input-output data, the above expressions must be translated into a more tractable (discrete) form. To accomplish this, the infinitesimal intervals must be discretized. Thus, (6) now reads (9) and we consider all the points of the error surface within this region as having the same input values in all variables except variable thus obtaining a 1-D function of . Obviously, the smaller the width of the region the better the similarity between the continuous and discrete cases.
Finally, we compute the approximation index (8) (but now replacing integral signs by summation signs) for each input variable and compare; the input variable with highest is the one selected to increment the number of membership functions. If we define (10) then the set of input variables selected can be given by (11) with being a number in the range [0, 1]. If we chose , then we would also include those variables whose index was within 10% of the maximum value.
For instance, in the previous example, if we split the input domain of each variable into 20 regions, we get (12) thus it is very clear, as expected, that the 4 3 configuration is much better than the 3 4 configuration.
The proposed method has the following two main advantages (apart from its validity to accomplish its task).
1) This method is independent of the number of membership functions defined in each variable. It can also deal with the case when only one membership function is defined in an input variable (which is equivalent to not taking this variable into account in the fuzzy system). In this case, every 1-D function is approximated by a constant when analyzing this variable.
2) The type of membership function defined in each input variable is not a problem for the method since it approximates all 1-D subfunctions using the MFs already defined in the analyzed variable (which can be triangular, Gaussian, trapezoidal, etc.). There remains one important issue to resolve: where to locate the new membership function. This is the point addressed in the next section. 
A. Location of the New Membership Function
The procedure presented in the previous section not only gives us information about which input variable a new MF must be placed in; furthermore, we can use it to obtain information about its possible new location.
In order to tackle this issue, the domain of the selected variables is divided into small differential intervals and the error distribution of each one of the 1-D approximation functions, mentioned above, is taken into account. In this way, the center of the new membership function is allocated at the center of gravity of that distribution as follows: (13) where is defined, as shown in (14) at the bottom of the page, and is the error surface [as in (8)].
By normalizing this distribution, we get a series of probability indexes (15) which take into account the probability that the center of the new MF must be located at value (summing the errors of all the 1-D functions at that point). Using this notation, the new center should be located at (16) However, this procedure is not sufficient to estimate the location of the new center. It is also necessary to verify that this value is representative of such an error distribution. In other words, it is possible that the new membership function may lie in a zone where, in fact, there is no error at all. This could be because, in the distribution of the mean-square error, there exist large values to each side of such a zone but not in the zone itself. In such a case, a new homogeneous distribution of membership functions is more suitable. This information is provided through the definition of a new index, termed the distribution error for the selected variable (DES), which is computed by the following expression for variable : (17) This measure reflects the discrepancy in error distribution between the element selected as representative by the operation of a defuzzification method, and the remaining elements of this set. The greater the DES, with greater certainty can it be asserted that the new configuration of membership functions for the variable must be equally distributed. The limit values of DES correspond to zero (when all the errors are concentrated in ) and to the square of range of the variable divided by four (when all the errors are symmetrically distributed at the edges of the domain). Thus, a threshold rate is used to decide whether to distribute all the new membership function configurations homogeneously or to locate the new linguistic value at . A typical value is 20% of the maximum value. The extrapolation to the discrete (noncontinuous) case is straightforward.
Finally, the algorithm finishes when the NRMSE falls below a specified value (see flowchart in Fig. 1 ).
V. SIMULATION
In this section, the applicability of the proposed method is shown through two examples. In all cases, the algorithm starts by assigning one membership function per input variable, and thus there is an initial fuzzy system with just one rule independent of the inputs. The target NRMSE is below 0.01 in all cases (i.e., a highly accurate approximation).
A. Example of a Two-Dimensional Fuzzy Function
To demonstrate the proposed methodology, consider an artificial fuzzy function generated by triangular MFs and the rules in Table I (Fig. 5) . Since we know a priori the exact solution, this is a valuable test of the validity of the proposed procedure. • The algorithm is capable of obtaining the original configuration from which the initial function was derived. Starting from zero a priori knowledge of the input variables, the method found the topology of four MFs in the first variable and five in the second, with a NRMSE that was virtually zero, i.e., the identification was perfect and all the MFs locations and fuzzy rule consequents are practically identical to those of the original function (within 10 ).
• The way the final configuration was achieved was optimum. From an initial 1 1 configuration, there are many ways to reach the 4 5 configuration; among these, the algorithm always chose the right path. As shown in the last column of Table II , the NRMSE produced by the configuration recommended by the algorithm is always less than would have resulted from taking a contrary decision. It is obvious from the graph of the function to be approximated that, although five MFs are eventually required in variable , in the first configurations it is better to add MFs to the first variable, as this is really the most important one; for a given degree of approximation, variable can be considered a noise variable. Fig. 6 (a) presents the function produced for a 3 1 configuration, in which it is apparent that the first use made of the membership functions is to attempt to approach the part where the greatest errors are produced, that corresponding to high values of variable . Fig. 6(b) shows the error surface for this con- figuration; this zone is now well approximated and does not interfere with the subsequent adding of functions in this variable. Once the four MFs in variable have been achieved, the effect of the second variable is no longer negligible and must be considered by the algorithm. Another conclusion is that for a NRMSE of around 0.2, the second variable need not be taken into consideration by the approximating fuzzy system, which is an enormous advantage in the search for simpler approximators. Finally, Section IV-A also considered the problem of locating the new centers of the MFs. Fig. 7(a) represents the probability distribution (15) for variable , which is chosen by the algorithm after analyzing the 2 1 configuration. The mean value of this distribution [obtained by (16) is and [(17)]. The limit value (20% of the maximum value) is 0.05. Thus, and as is apparent from the distribution in Fig. 7(a) , the mean value obtained is not significant and the centers will be equally distanced, lying at 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0. Fig. 7(b) shows the configuration corresponding to the same variable after analysis of the 3 1 configuration. The optimized centers for this case are at 0.0, 0.69 and 1.0. Here, the distribution is less widespread, with a dispersion of , below the limit value of 0.05. Thus, the mean value of is now significant and Fig. 9 . Output surface obtained after learning from the noisy randomly generated training data using a 4 2 5 configuration. the new point is located at this point (furthermore, it is virtually the optimum value at which it should be placed).
Let us now examine how the proposed procedure behaves with noisy data which are not equally distributed. In this case, we have selected 400 training data points from the previous fuzzy function using a grid in the input space and choosing randomly one point in each zone delimited by that grid. Furthermore, we have added to this training data additive noise of 10% of the output range, i.e., each output value has been added a random magnitude within 10% of the actual value (see Fig. 8 ). Table III presents the results obtained by the algorithm for this case. Again, we see from the table that, although the NRMSE values are logically worse than those obtained in the noise-free case, the decisions taken by the proposed procedure are still the optimum ones. Table IV reflects the obtained values for the MFs centers and rules which are only slightly different from the original ones. Nevertheless, the noise and the actual output function (see Fig. 9 ) are nearly identical to the original (NRMSE for the test data 0.036).
B. Example of a Four-Dimensional Function With a Dummy Variable
Let us now consider a more complex function, adapted from [22] (18)
In this case we have a function with four input variables, with one dummy variable and another with linear dependence, for which we use 10 000 homogeneously distributed samples. Table V presents the evolution of the algorithm, showing that
• the dummy variable is detected perfectly and discarded;
• the algorithm, once two MFs have been assigned to variable , no longer associates a larger number to it, as with a triangular partition two functions are sufficient to describe a linear dependence. Thus, to achieve, for example, a NRMSE lower than 0.05 only 32 rules are required, while an algorithm that inserts functions in all the input variables would need 256. The difference is even larger for higher degrees of approximation. Fig. 10 represents, on the axis, the number of rules for each of the configurations that can be obtained with the input variables (from 1 to 6), and on the axis, the NRMSE obtained by optimizing each of these. The thicker line depicts the trajectory that would be taken by the proposed algorithm to add new MFs. This trajectory always passes through those configurations that are simplest and present the lowest NRMSE, thus demonstrating the excellent performance of the proposed procedure.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a reliable method to identify a complete rule-based fuzzy system. Using a target approximation error, the algorithm is able to find the optimum topology of the fuzzy system, i.e., how many MFs must be used in each selected input variable. It is also capable of determining whether a certain input variable must be taken into account in the fuzzy system under the prespecified target accuracy. The quality of the performance of the proposed method is evident in the examples provided, which show how the algorithm, when it modifies the structure of the approximator fuzzy system, always takes the correct decision. There is, nevertheless one important issue that must be taken into account for future work: how to adapt the algorithm using very few data points. In this case, the proposed procedure can still be used but not as reliably as in the cases where the original function is well sampled since the 1-D functions used in every region cannot be as precise as desired. This is a problem that, perhaps, may be tackled using -dimensional functions instead (where is the number of input variables).
